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Abstract

Concatenative synthesis and statistical synthesis are the two main approaches to text-to-speech

(TTS) synthesis. Concatenative TTS (CTTS) stores natural speech features segments, selected from a

recorded speech database. Consequently, CTTS systems enable speech synthesis with natural quality.

However, as the footprint of the stored data is reduced, desired segments are not always available in the

stored data, and audible discontinuities may result. On the other hand, statistical TTS (STTS) systems,

in spite of having a smaller footprint than CTTS, synthesize speech that is free of such discontinuities.

Yet, in general, STTS produces lower quality speech than CTTS, in terms of naturalness, as it is often

sounding muffled. The muffling effect is due to over-smoothing of model-generated speech features.

In order to gain from the advantages of each of the two approaches, we propose in this work to

combine CTTS and STTS into a hybrid TTS (HTTS) system. Each utterance representation in HTTS is

constructed from natural segments and model generated segments in an interweaved fashion via a hybrid

dynamic path algorithm. Reported listening tests demonstrate the validity of the proposed approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are two main approaches for solving the TTS paradigm. The first one uses recorded

speech feature segments, which may be words, phonemes or even sub-phonemes. This speech

generation method is called concatenative TTS (CTTS). In this approach, speech is generated

by concatenating the best compatible segments according to certain concatenation rules. Speech

generated by this approach inherently possesses natural quality. However, its quality depends on

the size of the recorded database, as high-quality CTTS needs an extensive database. The main

disadvantage of CTTS is the possible appearance of discontinuities at segment boundaries due

to imperfect concatenation. The smaller the size of the stored database, the larger is the number

of discontinuities that typically appear in the generated speech. Thus, in applications where

storage and computational resources are limited, such as in mobile devices, a small footprint

system is necessary, resulting in reduced quality of CTTS generated speech. An example for

such a system is IBM’s CTTS system [1], which we used in this research. A general description

of the concatenative speech synthesis methods exploited in [1] is detailed in [2]. Other typical

concatenative TTS systems are detailed in [3], [4]. Similarly to the baseline CTTS system used in

the current work, these systems synthesize speech by selecting and concatenating natural speech

units from a inventory.

The other TTS approach employs statistical models for speech production [8] and is called

statistical TTS (STTS). A thorough review of statistical parametric synthesis is provided in [9].

STTS does not use natural speech segments but rather generates speech from previously learned

statistical models, requiring much less storage than natural segments used by CTTS. Being

generated by interpolation between statistical models, speech generated by STTS is smoother.

However, generally, STTS-generated speech is often over-smoothed, resulting in degraded speech

quality in the form of muffled speech.

In this work, we propose to combine the advantageous traits of CTTS with those of STTS

into another kind of TTS systems - hybrid text-to-speech systems, denoted HTTS. The proposed

HTTS system optimally (w.r.t a suitable cost function) interweaves natural segments with sta-

tistical model-generated segments via a hybrid dynamic-path algorithm developed in this work.

The term hybrid TTS has been used in previous works, but in different ways. One hybrid

approach is described by Pollet et al. in [10]. Additional systems exploiting HMMs for units
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selection appear at [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. The main and critical difference between

those works and ours is that they use HMMs for the selection of natural speech from an inventory,

and we do not. An approach for combining a concatenative TTS system with HMM-based target

prosody is described in [17]. It differs from our proposed system in that we use interchangeably

natural segments of a baseline concatenative system together with statistically generated speech

segments.

Another hybrid approach is described in [18]. In this work a STTS is the ’backbone’ of the

described hybrid system, with CTTS being used to improve the speech trajectory generated by

STTS. Two sequences are generated per utterance: a CTTS-generated sequence and a STTS-

generated sequence. The HMMs of the STTS are adapted by the CTTS sequence according to a

proposed weight function. An approach similar in some ways to [18] is described in [19]. Here,

speech is generated by HMMs, but with natural units of CTTS being used for the HMM means.

Thus, it is a kind of post-training model adaptation, which is not applied in our hybrid system.

Other hybrid approaches were investigated in [20] and [21]. In these works, statistically

generated segments are introduced according to different data sparsity criterions, i.e., according

to the availability of natural segments in certain contexts.

The main components constituting our proposed HTTS system are the mentioned hybrid

dynamic-path algorithm that allocates natural segments along with statistical boundary-constrained

model-generated segments, and a corresponding hybrid speech feature-vector generating algo-

rithm. Thus, the proposed HTTS system inherits the naturalness of the corresponding baseline

CTTS and the smooth transitions of STTS. Moreover, the proposed HTTS system is a generaliza-

tion of both CTTS and STTS, because it can work in either a pure CTTS mode or a pure STTS

mode, depending on a hybridism ratio parameter, which affects the ratio of the number of natural

segments to the number of statistically generated segments comprising a synthesized utterance.

Speech generated in an intermediate (hybrid) mode consists of both natural and statistically

generated segments, interweaved within an utterance.

Obviously, the quality of the hybrid system depends on the qualities of the baseline CTTS and

STTS systems. In particular, different STTS systems result in hybrid systems having different

qualities. Consequently, an enhanced STTS system will provide a better HTTS. To demonstrate

this aspect we compared the quality of HTTS that uses a conventional STTS to the quality of

HTTS that uses a STTS with improved dynamics, developed in our earlier work [22]. It is based
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on a segment-wise STTS, denoted as SW-STTS. Speech features generated by SW-STTS are less

smooth than in a conventional STTS, and as a result, the generated speech sounds more natural.

Using SW-STTS in our hybrid system, resulted in better naturalness than with a conventional

STTS, as confirmed by listening tests.

To generate a hybrid speech feature-vector over an entire utterance, we developed an iterative

algorithm. The algorithm constrains certain frames to remain unchanged (CTTS frames), while

affecting free statistical frames (the remaining frames). This algorithm is based on a gradient

descent formulation with linear constraints. This algorithm, along with the proposed hybrid

dynamic-path algorithm, are at the core of the proposed HTTS system.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we provide the essentials of the baseline CTTS

and STTS methodologies. In Section III we present the proposed HTTS system. In Section IV we

provide experimental results and discuss them. Finally, in Section V we conclude this research

and suggest future work that can be pursued.

II. BASELINE-CTTS AND STTS SYSTEMS

In this section we briefly describe the baseline CTTS and STTS systems that are used in the

proposed hybrid system.

A. Concatenative Text-to-Speech (CTTS) Synthesis

In concatenative systems, speech is synthesized by concatenating natural speech segments,

or speech segment features, denoted in the literature as candidates, units, or segments. These

segments are basic elements for speech synthesis. In different systems these segments represent

phonemes or sub-phonemes. The current research is based on the IBM embedded concatenative

text to speech system, which uses sub-phonemes as basic segments/units, as detailed at [1], [2].

The main functional blocks of CTTS are: 1) A language dependent text to phoneme processor.

2) Acoustic context-dependent decision trees for the different sub-phonemes, holding in their

leaves parametric representations of natural speech segment features. 3) Target-prediction trees,

holding context dependent target energy, pitch and duration, which are combined with the values

predicted by a rule-based phonetic text analyzer, detailed in [5]. 4) A dynamic search algorithm,

producing the optimal sequence (in a given inventory) of natural speech-segment features that

matches target values and minimizes a concatenation distance between segments. 5) A speech
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generator that composes speech from the speech feature sequence found by the dynamic search.

Because the proposed hybrid TTS system modifies the dynamic search algorithm, we outline

here the algorithm used in the reference CTTS system.

Each acoustic leaf, which represents a particular phoneme (or sub-phoneme) in a phoneme

sequence comprising an input text, holds a number of candidates (segments), for generating

a speech utterance. Clearly, the more candidates are in any given acoustic leaf the higher the

quality of generated speech. However, there is an exponential number of possible combinations

of candidates to compose an utterance. Dynamic programming with an appropriate cost function

is applied to find an optimal combination of candidates. A description of the baseline IBM

embedded CTTS system is provided in [6].

All possible segment concatenations are examined during a forward pass of the dynamic

search. The best path is found on this fully connected trellis by back-tracing. The best path

segments are sent to the speech generator, which uses overlap and add synthesis. In Section

III-A we propose a modified dynamic search, enabling the interweaving of natural segments

with statistically generated segments, which is the essence of the proposed HTTS system.

B. Statistical Text-to-Speech (STTS) Synthesis

In this subsection we briefly describe the conventional approach for deriving an entire utterance

speech feature-vector in a statistical HMM-based TTS. The details of the statistical model appear

in [8], [9].

1) Speech Parameters: In this research the log-amplitude of the speech spectrum, A(f ′), of

every frame is approximated by a linear combination of triangular basis functions, Bk(f
′), k =

1, 2, . . . , d, as follows:

log(A(f ′)) ≈
d∑

k=1

ck ·Bk(f
′), (1)

where f ′ denotes a mel-scale frequency1. Bk(f
′) are used as a basis for speech spectrum

expansion, with expansion coefficients - ck, rather than a filter bank as in a conventional MFCC

representation.

This representation is successfully used in an IBM’s CTTS system, detailed in [23], and a

corresponding speech reconstruction unit is detailed in [24].

1The mel-scale mapping is f ′ = 2595log10(1 + f
700

)
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2) Statistical speech features representation: A speech feature-vector over an entire utterance,

having N frames, is represented in this paper by:

c = [cT1 , c
T
2 , . . . , c

T
N ]T , (2)

where ci = (ci(1), ci(2), . . . , ci(d))T are the expansion coefficients, introduced in (1). ci denotes

the static feature vector of dimension d×1 of the i-th frame, where d = 32. The prosody (pitch,

energy and duration) is modeled by context-dependent regression trees, detailed in [1], [2], and

[7].

The static speech features along with the dynamic ones constitute an augmented speech feature

space, which is the conventional space for speech modeling. The static and dynamic features

are combined into a vector:

o = [oT1 ,o
T
2 , . . . ,o

T
N ]T , (3)

where oi = (cTi ,∆
1cTi ,∆

2cTi )T .

The vector o, over an entire utterance, can be obtained from c by a linear transformation:

o3MN×1=W3MN×MNcMN×1, (4)

where the matrix W is constructed according to the first and 2nd difference vectors ∆1ci and

∆2ci, respectively, as detailed in [8].

3) Statistical model: Given a continuous mixture HMM, λ, the optimal observation vector o

over an entire utterance is derived by:

oopt = argmax
o

P (o | λ) (5)

where P (o|λ) =
∑
∀q P (o,q|λ), and q = (q1, q2, . . . , qN) is the state sequence. We use ’left-to-

right’, without skips, context-dependent HMM models with three emitting states per phoneme

for speech spectrum modeling [25]. Hence, every phoneme p consists of three states p1, p2 and

p3. The emitting probability densities are each modeled by a Gaussian mixture model.

In order to represent statistically an entire utterance we compose a statistical model over this

utterance by concatenating corresponding context-dependent HMMs, where contexts are derived

from a phonetic analysis of the synthesized text [2].
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As mentioned in Section II-B2, the prosody is modeled by context-dependent regression trees,

which provide the phonetic identities of states and their durations. Hence, we can reduce the

general problem of solving equation (5) to the following problem, which assumes that the state

sequence, q, is given:

oopt = argmax
o

P (o | q, λ), (6)

Methods for full HMM-based speech feature synthesis appear in [8].

In this work, as in many other works that are described in the recent review [9] on TTS

systems, we use a single Gaussian model with a diagonal covariance matrix.

Under such assumptions, the logarithm of P (o | q, λ) can be written as:

ln(P (o | q, λ))=−1

2
(o−m)TU−1(o−m), (7)

with m = [mT
q1
,mT

q2
, . . . ,mT

qN
]T and U−1 = diag[U−1

q1
,U−1

q2
, . . . ,U−1

qN
], where mT

qt and U−1
qt are

the mean vector and the inverse covariance matrix of the state qt, respectively.

To find an optimal solution over an entire utterance, (4) is used to define the following cost

function:

J(Wc) = −lnP (Wc | q, λ) (8)

The optimal solution copt that minimizes J(Wc) is given by:

copt = (WT U−1W)−1WT U−1m. (9)

We can see in Fig. 1 that, typically, the optimal solution (9) is over-smoothed and has much

less dynamics (inter-frame variations), as compared to the corresponding natural speech features.

Perceptually, the reduced variance in speech features is associated with muffled sound, as was

indicated by listening, and as also reported in [8].

In the following subsection we briefly describe the concept of segment-wise (SW) model

representation, detailed in [22], found to improve the naturalness of statistically generated speech.

C. Improved Quality STTS using a Segment-Wise Representation with a Norm Constraint

As discussed earlier, the insufficient speech features dynamics in conventional STTS systems

causes over-smoothing of statistically generated speech features, resulting in muffled speech.
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Fig. 1. Variation in time of the 8-th expansion coefficient, c8, in the utterance ’Many problems in reading and writing are

due to old habits’: copt
8 in solid line; cnatural

8 in dashed line.

The SW-STTS speech synthesis method [22] generates iteratively a statistical speech feature-

vector, applying a constraint to the speech feature-vector norm, preventing its reduction. The

generated speech sounds more natural and less muffled, as confirmed by listening tests.

The SW-STTS approach exploits the segment-wise augmented-space representation that allows

speech features to fluctuate around model means, rather than to follow them tightly. In SW-STTS,

the model mean mqi is not replicated Ti times, but rather, it is approximated by the average of

Ti augmented-space vectors, ot, ...,ot+Ti−1. The average augmented-space feature vector, ōi, is

defined as:

ōi =
1

Ti

Ti∑
k=1

ot+k−1, (10)

where ok is the conventional augmented-space feature vector, mentioned in (3) and Ti is length

of i-th segment. Consequently, the segment-wise transformation for the i-th segment, having Ti

frames, is:

W̃i =
1

Ti

 0 1 ···1···
Ti−2

1 0

−1
2
−1

2
···0···
Ti−2

1
2

1
2

−1 1 ···0···
Ti−2

1 −1


3d×d(Ti+2)

, (11)

where all the matrix elements in (11) are diagonal block matrices of dimension d×d each, where

d is defined in (1). The corresponding cost function, J(ōi), constructed without replication of

the model of the state qi is:

J(ōi) =
1

2
‖U
−1

2
qi (ōi −mqi)‖22, (12)
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where ōi, mqi and Uqi are the average augmented feature vector, the model mean and the model

covariance matrix of state qi, respectively.

It was observed that the squared-norm of statistically generated speech feature-vectors, ‖cstt‖22
is often quite lower than the squared-norm of natural speech feature-vectors, ‖cnat‖22. Because

the conventional solution, shown in (9), is a minimal norm least squares solution, and because

of insufficient speech-features dynamics, the statistically generated speech feature-vector norm

is very close to the statistical models features norm. The SW-STTS considers the following

minimization problem, [22]:

Jswc (c)
.
=

1

2
‖U−

1
2 (W̃c−m)‖22 +

λ

2
‖c‖22, (13)

where λ is considered as a parameter, balancing between the model error term and the norm

term, rather than a free variable of the function. To minimize this cost function a gradient descent

algorithm is applied as follows:

cn+1 = cn − αn∇(cn), (14)

where ∇(cn) is the gradient of Jswc (c) with respect to c, computed at iteration n, and αn =

1/||∇(cn)||22 is the step size. From (13),

∇(cn)=W̃TU−1W̃cn−W̃TU−1m+λcn. (15)

Since the final feature vector should approximate well the models and also approximate a

desired norm value, it is proposed in [22] to apply a negative balancing factor λ that decreases

in its absolute value with n, rather than to use a fixed λ. This way the model error term

becomes more significant with the number of iterations, while the norm factor effect decreases.

Consequently, (15) is replaced by:

∇(cn)=W̃TU−1W̃cn−W̃TU−1m+λncn, (16)

where λn is updated according to:

λn+1 = θλn, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, (17)

In [22] an empirical relation between λ0, the initial value of λ, and the final norm of the

feature vectors is found, allowing a desired norm increase, which results in speech features with

enhanced dynamics. In our experiments we used θ = 0.95, where an acceptable range of values

for θ may reach 0.98.
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III. PROPOSED HYBRID TTS SYSTEM

The goal of the current research is to efficiently combine the advantages of CTTS and STTS

into a hybrid TTS system (HTTS). The hybridism in the proposed system is in the interweaving

of natural segments with statistically generated segments, using an appropriate hybrid dynamic-

path algorithm.

The proposed system is based on a) A hybrid dynamic-path that defines positions for statistical

models within an utterance. It aims to include as many as possible long natural segment se-

quences, and smooth out discontinuities by optimally connecting natural segments by statistically

generated segments. The hybrid dynamic-path is used to determine boundaries (natural speech

segments) for statistical units. b) Boundary constrained statistical model. c) A hybrid gradient

descent algorithm with linear constraints, where statistical segments within a synthesized utter-

ance are generated from a constrained statistical model, while natural segments stay unchanged

and provide boundary conditions to the statistically generated parts.

A. Hybrid Dynamic Path Algorithm

The major disadvantage of concatenative speech synthesis systems is the existence of spectral

discontinuities between some adjacent speech feature-vectors, causing unpleasant artifacts in the

generated speech. These discontinuities can occur when originally contiguous natural segments

are not available for concatenation from the speech database, as detailed in [2], [7].

Theoretically, a perfect CTTS system, having an unlimited number of natural segments in any

possible context, is able to concatenate natural segments in their natural order, as they appeared

in the training sentences set, and hence is expected to have natural speech quality. Obviously,

such a system is infeasible. Any feasible CTTS may only approximate the perfect CTTS system,

trying to concatenate as many as possible originally contiguous natural segments.

Thus, in the proposed HTTS system, we aim to interweave natural segments with statistically

generated segments, where the statistical segments are positioned to smooth discontinuities while

enabling as long as possible natural segments sequences, as they appear in the training database.

Consequently, we aim to better approximate the characteristic of the ideal CTTS.

Accordingly, we propose to determine the positions of statistical segments as follows. Assume

that we have a sequence of contexts L1, L2, . . . , LK , representing the stages of the dynamic

search, where context Li holds segments ni1, n
i
2, . . . , n

i
Ni

, representing the hybrid nodes, as shown
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Fig. 2. Determination of statistical segments location. ei−1
j,k is the spectral distance between node ni−1

j and node ni
k, Ci

j is the

best partial path at node ni
j , Li denotes i -th stage of the dynamic search. The notation ni

1/s
i
1 means that natural segment ni

1

may be exchanged with statistical segment si
1.

Fig. 2, where Ci−1
k and ei−1

k,1 denote the cumulative cost of a survivor path to node ni−1
k and

the transition cost between ni−1
k and ni1, respectively. Note that since stage Li represents a

certain acoustic context, it includes corresponding natural segments and a statistical model of

this acoustic context. Statistical segments are generated from this statistical model by applying

proper boundary constraints. These boundary constraints are determined by the adjacent natural

segments to a given statistical model. Thus, the total number of possible statistical segments

considered in the dynamic search, resulting from a single statistical model in Li and all possible

boundary constraints, is Ni−1 ·Ni ·Ni+1, where Ni is the number of natural segments in Li.

Any node, nij , can be replaced by a statistical segment, sij , as described below, where sij is

generated by the boundary-constrained statistical model, described in Section III-B, to ensure

smooth connections to adjacent natural segments. The decision about this exchange is done when

back-tracing the best path. If nij will be replaced by sij , the left boundary of sij is constrained by

a segment from stage Li−1. Consequently, sij is generated from the boundary-constrained model,

where boundaries are determined by neighbors of sij in the optimal path found by the dynamic

search.

So, sij is adjusted exactly to its neighboring natural segments, which define the boundaries

for the corresponding statistical model of sij . Obviously, sij depends on its neighboring natural

segments, and it is generated dynamically for each pair of adjacent natural segments, which do
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not connect smoothly.

In a CTTS system the most appropriate segments are concatenated by means of the Viterbi

algorithm, which gradually advances from the first stage L1 to the final stage LK , computing

a survivor path to each node in each stage in order to find the optimal path by back-tracing

through the best survivor path.

In Fig. 2, when computing a survivor to node ni1, the first node of stage Li, the existence of

the following condition is examined:

ei−1
j,1 ≥ ε, ∀j, j = 1, 2, ..., Ni−1 (18)

where ε is a permitted spectral distance (error). The spectral distance is defined in this work

as the norm of a difference between the feature vector c (defined in (2)) of the last frame of a

given natural segment and the feature vector of the first frame of the following natural segment.

If (18) holds, then any path passing through ni1 includes a spectral discontinuity at the transition

from Li−1 to Li. Consequently, generated speech quality could be degraded by this spectral

discontinuity. Hence in such a case, it is proposed to replace ni1 by a boundary-constrained

statistical model si1. Since si1 is determined such that it is constrained to smoothly connect to its

neighbors, the survivor path to si1 is determined by:

psi
1

= argmin
j

Ci−1
j , (19)

which means that si1 continues smoothly the best survivor path from stage Li−1 to stage Li,

because no transition cost is added for this transition.

Although, the natural node ni1 is replaced by the statistical node si1, the spectral distance from

the nodes at stage Li+1 to the first node of Li is still computed as the spectral distance between

ni1 and ni+1
j , j = 1, . . . , Ni+1. This way we give a higher priority to dynamic paths that include

natural segments with smaller spectral distance in the original pure CTTS system dynamic paths.

If node ni1 connects smoothly to some node ni+1
j of Li+1, (i.e., the condition in (18) is not

satisfied), and this transition is included in the optimal sequence of segments computed by the

search algorithm, then the right boundary of si1, which replaces ni1, is constrained by ni+1
j . If

not, then, the right neighbor of si1 will be a statistical model, corresponding to the acoustic

model of Li+1 with appropriate boundary constraints, determined by dynamic search. In the

former case, there is a discontinuity left to ni1 and a smooth connection right to it. Hence, si1
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connects smoothly segment sequences before and after ni1. In the latter case, there are no smooth

connections both to the right of ni1 and to the left of ni1 in the original path. So, to remove these

discontinuities, a number of statistical models are introduced, replacing CTTS segments up to

the stage where a smooth connection exists to the next stage. Speech feature parameters at

this location are generated by the sequence of boundary-constrained statistical models, which

connect optimally to their adjacent natural segments. Consequently, statistical speech features

are generated dynamically during synthesis. This way a possible local discontinuity is alleviated.

As a result, most of possible discontinuities disappear from the hybrid path, while contiguous

sequences of natural segments are given preference.

The number of statistical segments within a generated utterance is affected by the value of the

permitted spectral distance parameter ε. Setting the permitted distance parameter error value to

any negative number results in STTS, because the spectral distance is, by definition, non-negative,

and hence, any natural segment would be replaced by a statistical one. Whereas, setting the value

of ε in a range of positive numbers, results in HTTS. Finally, setting the value of ε to a very

large positive number results in CTTS. The special case, when the permitted spectral distance

value is set to zero, is considered to be an unforced hybrid TTS mode, since statistical models

are introduced any time two natural segments do not connect with zero distance.

The proposed HTTS system is a generalization of both CTTS and STTS, because it can work

in either a pure CTTS mode or a pure STTS mode, depending on a hybridism ratio parameter,

ξ, which is the ratio of the number of statistical segments to the overall number of segments in

an utterance.

We established an empirical relation between ξ and the permitted value of ε, for the used

database, shown in Fig. 3. This relation was found by synthesizing an arbitrary set of 40 sentences

in English by the proposed hybrid TTS, having a footprint of 8.3MB. This set of sentences was

generated using ε = 0.2k, k = 0, 1, ..., 25, and one negative value of ε = −1. For each permitted

spectral distance from the used range, the value of ξ was computed as the average ratio over

these sentences. This relation was found for a given female speaker voice used in the IBM

CTTS, which is constructed according to [1], [2].

This empirical relation does not define strictly the number of statistical segments within a

generated utterance, but rather it illustrates the effect of the permitted distance parameter, ε, on

their number. More research is needed to find which parameters (such as the permitted spectral
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Fig. 3. Illustrative relation between the hybridism ratio parameter, (the ratio of the number of statistical segments to the overall

number of segments in an utterance), ξ, and the permitted spectral distance, ε. Note that in the range ε ∈ [−1, 0), ξ = 100%.

distance, initial database size, pre-selection ratio, etc.) of a baseline CTTS system affect directly

the hybridism ratio parameter ξ.

B. Boundary Constrained Model

For STTS, it is shown in section II-B (item 3) that the optimal solution, copt, is the most

probable statistically-derived vector over an utterance of N frames. In a HTTS system we have

an arbitrary number of natural frames along the utterance. Consequently, we would like to

synthesize the optimal vector, given these natural frames.

The smooth connection of natural segments to statistical segments, within an entire speech

feature vector cdN×1, is done by means of ∆1,2ci as follows.

Assume that we have to connect the natural segment cnat = [cnat1 , cnat2 , . . . , cnatTi
], having Ti

frames, to the left boundary of the statistically generated segment cstt = [cstt1 , cstt2 , . . . , csttTj
],

having Tj frames. This connection is done by using the left boundary dynamic features cstt,

(based on [8]):

∆̃1c1 =
1

2
(cstt2 − cnatTi

), (20a)

∆̃2c1 = (cnatTi
− 2cstt1 + cstt2 ), (20b)

instead of the unconstrained features:
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∆1c1 =
1

2
(cstt2 − csttTi

), (20c)

∆2c1 = (csttTi
− 2cstt1 + cstt2 ). (20d)

This arrangement enables composition of an hybrid speech feature-vector, where some frames

are constrained to belong to natural segments while others are statistically generated segments.

Below we provide a general framework for the generation of an hybrid speech feature-vector

over an entire utterance with an arbitrary number and positions of natural frames, including

the situation in which an entire utterance is composed totally of either natural segments or

statistically generated segments, as in CTTS and STTS systems, respectively.

The corresponding constrained optimization problem is now as follows:

copt=argmin
c

ln(P (Wc)) (21a)

s.t. Ac = c∗. (21b)

c∗ represents a given natural unit sequence and A is a design matrix for selecting which units

should be composed from the natural units. By setting Ac = c∗, we can force the statistical

speech feature generation algorithm to include these natural units. Let c∗dk×1 = [c∗i1
T , c∗i2

T , . . . , c∗ik
T ]T

be a vector that is composed of the k constrained natural frames, c∗in
T , n = 1, 2, . . . , k, at

positions i1, i2, . . . , ik, respectively, and Adk×dN is a linear transformation from cdN×1 to c∗dk×1.

The ain-th row of A is thus defined by:

ain=[0
1× d(in−1)(1+in−1)

2

,11×d,01× d(in+1)(in+1+N)
2

]1×dN . (22)

The optimal solution for this constrained optimization problem is derived by means of a

Lagrangian function with a vectorial Lagrange multiplier, γdk×1:

L(c, γ) = ln(P (Wc)) + (Ac− c∗)Tγ. (23)

Consequently, the speech feature vector for the boundary constrained model is derived by
∂L(c,γ)
∂c

= 0, resulting in:

copt = (WT U−1W)−1WT U−1m

+ (WT U−1W)−1ATγ. (24)

Using (24) in (21b), γ is given by:
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(a) The entire utterance. (b) Zooming into the circled segments.

Fig. 4. Variation of c8 in time, over an entire utterance. In dashed line: all segments are natural (CTTS). In solid line: hybrid

system result, in which the statistical segments are determined by using a conventional STTS.

γ = (A(WTU−1W)−1AT )−1c∗

− (A(WT U−1W)−1AT )−1

· A(WT U−1W)−1WT U−1m. (25)

We can see in Fig. 4 that the boundary constrained optimal solution has obviously two different

types of frames: natural frames, and frames pertaining to statistically generated segments that

have less variation in time. This mismatch typically results in unpleasant artifacts in the generated

speech.

In the next section we demonstrate an approach which resolves the above mentioned mismatch

by applying SW-STTS instead of the conventional STTS.

C. Hybrid speech generation algorithm

We propose to combine the hybrid speech feature-vector representation, shown in Section

III-B with the SW-STTS approach shown in II-C.

Consider the minimization of the doubly constrained cost function, Jc,c(W̃c), which is an

extension to the norm-constrained cost function, defined in (13):
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Jc,c(W̃c) = ‖U−1(W̃c−M)‖22 + (Ac− c∗)Tγ

+ λ‖c‖22 (26)

where the first term aims to approximate the statistical models, the second term constrains

required frames to natural segments, and finally, the last term enhances speech features dynamics

by systematically increasing speech feature-vector norm, as described in Section II-C. Using a

gradient descent iterative algorithm, the hybrid speech feature vector obtained after the n-th

iteration is:

cn+1 = cn − αn∇̃(cn), (27)

where ∇̃(cn) is the gradient of Jc,c(W̃c), which is:

∇̃(cn)=W̃TU−1W̃cn−W̃TU−1m+ATγ+λncn

= Pcn −Q + ATγ + λncn, (28)

where W̃TU−1W̃ and W̃TU−1m are denoted as P and Q, respectively.

It can be quite simply shown that A∇̃(cn) = 0, ∀n. Hence, we can compute the vectorial

Lagrangian multiplier γ as follows:

APcn −AQ+ AATγ + λnAcn = 0, (29)

where AAT = I by the definition of A. Consequently,

γ = AQ−APcn − λnAcn =
Acn=c∗,∀n

= AQ−APcn − λnc∗. (30)

The gradient in the update step (27) is:

∇̃(cn) = Pcn −Q + ATAQ

− ATAPcn − λnATc∗ + λncn, (31)

where λn is updated by the rule given in Section II-C by (17).
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Fig. 5. Variation in time of c8 for a hybrid-generated utterance, using the segment-wise representation statistical model (dashed

line) in comparison to a hybrid-generated utterance using the conventional statistical model (solid gray line). The corresponding

natural utterance (from CTTS) is shown in a solid black line. The vertical lines mark the constrained natural segments, where

all the lines coincide, such as in frames: 7-12, 28-32, 39-44, 94-100, 102-108, and 113-118.

Obviously, natural frames affect statistically generated segments, while remaining unchanged

due to the constraints. Statistically generated segments are connected smoothly to their neigh-

boring natural segments. However, the hybrid speech feature-vector norm increases with the

iterations of the algorithm. The proposed scheme combines the hybrid speech feature-vector

representation with the iterative solution for the norm constrained speech feature-vector. As a

result, the overall quality of the proposed hybrid generated speech, using a statistical model with

improved dynamics (SW-STTS), is better than the quality of hybrid generated speech that uses

a conventional STTS, as can be expected from the example shown in Fig. 5, and is confirmed

by the listening tests results reported below.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Results

1) HTTS Experimental Setup: We examined different compositions of the baseline CTTS and

the baseline STTS in the proposed HTTS system. These baseline systems are built from a single

female speaker voice. CTTS natural segments are aligned by three-state HMMs, as described
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in [2] and [1]. The baseline IBM parametric CTTS generates speech by a vocoder, described

in [23]. We used frames of length of 20ms in duration (440 samples, at a sampling rate of 22

KHz) with a frame overlap of 10ms.

We simulated a CTTS system with different voice footprints by using different numbers of

speech feature segments (candidates) in the nodes of the dynamic search trellis. We have experi-

mented with voice footprints having memory size of 5MB, 7MB, 8.3MB, 12MB, and 22MB. The

simulated system footprints were controlled by the number of stage-to-stage candidate transitions

in the dynamic search. The number of stage-to stage transitions define a number of possible

speech feature segments in each node of the dynamic search. In all the experiments we used a

fixed permitted spectral distance error2.

All the systems had the same number of context based acoustic leaves, which was set to

25,000. The memory size needed to store the statistical models is estimated to be about 1.3MB.

Thus, the sizes of the corresponding HTTS systems that were examined were: 6.3MB, 8.3MB,

13.3MB, and 23.3MB.

The number of statistical segments within a hybrid utterance is different for CTTS systems

having different footprint sizes. The smaller the footprint size, the more discontinuities typically

appear in generated utterances, and hence more statistical segments are expected.

Examining different compositions of hybrid utterances, we found that almost all natural

segments are replaced by statistical models in a HTTS based on the 5MB baseline CTTS.

On the other hand, almost all natural segments remain in a hybrid utterances for a HTTS based

on the 22MB CTTS. We conclude that the HTTS systems are more useful when they are based

on intermediate size CTTS systems.

The HTTS system, having an intermediate size (among the examined HTTS systems) of around

7MB-8MB, interweaves a marked amount of both segment types (natural and statistical), where

the ratio between natural segments to statistical models varied from 30% to 70%, for different

sentences and permitted spectral errors in the range, 0.2 ≤ ε ≤ 0.7.

2) Subjective evaluation - Mean opinion score (MOS) test: We have performed listening tests

to evaluate the quality of speech generated by the proposed HTTS method.

In these test we have evaluated the MOS, according to [28], for a set of 10 English sentences.

2This parameter is manually fine-tuned for a given CTTS system according to listening tests.
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TABLE I

TTS SYSTEMS COMPARED BY MOS TESTS.

system size type MOS

A 22MB CTTS 3.7

B 8.3MB HTTS (SW-STTS) 3.5

C 8.3MB CTTS 3.17

D 1.3MB SW-STTS 3.05

E 8.3MB HTTS (Conv. STTS) 3.0

F 1.3MB Conv. STTS 1.9

Each sentence was synthesized by the six different TTS systems listed in Table I, generated

from the same US English female speaker. Where A is the baseline IBM CTTS system, having

a footprint of 22MB, described in Section II-A; B is the proposed hybrid system, composed

of a IBM CTTS system having a footprint of 7MB, and system D; C is the baseline IBM

CTTS system, having a footprint of 8.3MB; D is the statistical segment-wise system, described

in Section II-C; E is the proposed hybrid system, composed of a IBM CTTS system, having

a footprint of 7MB, and system F; F is the baseline (conventional) STTS system, described

in Section II-B3. The tests were taken by 20 graduate and undergraduate students, having no

experience with TTS system; none of them is a native English speaker, but all are fluent in

English. All the tests were performed with a headphone set. The only information about the

samples that the listeners were provided with was that the test aims to compare different speech

synthesis methods.

As an addition to Table I, Fig. 6 shows the MOS test results with error bars indicating the 95%

confidence intervals. We see that the proposed method, system B, outperforms the concatenative

system C, having the same footprint of 8.3MB. However, it is inferior to the concatenative system

A, having a footprint of 22MB.

B. Discussion

In this subsection we discuss the advantages of the proposed HTTS over both the baseline

STTS and the baseline CTTS. In subsection B-1 below, we discuss the improvement of STTS by

the proposed HTTS. In subsection B-2, we discuss the improvement of CTTS by the proposed
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Fig. 6. Mean Opinion Score (MOS) test result, comparing the six TTS systems described in Table I. The error bars indicate

95% confidence intervals, computed using the t-test.

HTTS. Also, in that subsection we consider the effect of the baseline CTTS footprint size on

the performance of the proposed HTTS.

1) Improvement of STTS by HTTS: As described previously, the main disadvantage of STTS

synthesis is its unnatural quality. While on the other hand, its main advantages are smooth

transitions in speech features between adjacent phonemes within a generated utterance, and a

small footprint size.

The boundary constrained statistical speech synthesis (Section III-B) enables a smooth con-

nection between statistically generated speech feature-vectors and natural speech feature-vectors.

The positions of the natural speech feature vectors are determined by the hybrid dynamic path

algorithm, presented in Section III-A.

The overall naturalness of statistically generated speech is improved by the introduction of

natural speech segments, and is limited only by the allowed footprint size.

In Table I and Fig. 6, we see that introducing natural speech feature-segments into conventional

statistically generated speech feature-vector, system E, results in a MOS increase of about one

MOS unit, compared to the pure conventional statistical synthesis, system F.

The quality of segment-wise statistically generated speech increases by the hybrid scheme

as well, system B, (increase of about half a MOS unit, compared to system D). However, the

increase is lower than the increase for conventional statistically generated speech. The reason

is that the initial segment-wise quality is higher than the quality of conventional statistically
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generated speech.

We conclude that both variants of STTS systems considered were improved by properly

substituting statistical segments with segments from a CTTS system.

2) Improvement of CTTS by HTTS: One of the main drawbacks of CTTS synthesis is the

possibility of encountering abrupt transitions between adjacent speech feature-segments. These

abrupt transitions often cause unpleasant audible artifacts in the generated speech. The lower

the CTTS system footprint, the more discontinuities appear in the generated speech. Yet, in

spite of these artifacts, it possesses natural features and it sounds less muffled, as compared to

statistically generated speech.

In this research we found that the proposed HTTS method can reduce discontinuities in speech

features (generated by CTTS systems having a low footprint), by applying boundary constraints

between statistical models and natural segments in the hybrid dynamic path, thus improving the

overall generated speech quality.

In Fig. 6 we see that the proposed HTTS system, using the segment-wise statistical speech

model, system B, outperforms the CTTS system C, with the same footprint of 8.3 MB.

The smaller the footprint of the baseline CTTS system, the larger is the improvement in the

quality of speech generated by the HTTS system, in comparison to it. The bigger the footprint

of the baseline CTTS is, the rarer are discontinuities in the generated speech, and as a result,

the improvement obtained by the HTTS system decreases.

V. CONCLUSION

In this research we designed a hybrid TTS (HTTS) system by combining STTS with CTTS.

The designed HTTS combines the advantageous characteristics of STTS, (optimal, smooth

transitions between adjacent segments) with those of CTTS (naturalness of natural segments).

The HTTS interweaves natural segments with statistical models, where the positions of statistical

models are defined by the proposed hybrid dynamic path algorithm of Section III-A. In order

to optimally connect natural segments to statistical models, boundary constrained statistical

models are applied (Section III-B). A hybrid speech feature-vector over an entire utterance

is generated iteratively. Natural segments are unchanged during the iterations, and constrain

statistical segments, while statistical segments are updated according to the hybrid cost function

gradient, as described in Section III-C. As a result, according to the performed MOS listening
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tests (Section IV-A2), hybrid generated speech sounds more natural than the corresponding pure

statistically generated speech.

Concerning the comparison of the proposed HTTS system to CTTS systems, we conclude that

the footprint of the compared CTTS system should be considered as well. CTTS systems having

larger footprint (20MB and more) are hardly improved by the combination with STTS because

such systems generate speech with a very small number of audible discontinuities. On the other

hand, CTTS systems having a small footprint (5MB and less), generate speech in which almost

all segments are not connected smoothly, resulting in a noticeable degradation in the generated

speech quality. In this case, HTTS is very close to STTS.

In this research we show that the proposed HTTS is advantageous at an intermediate working

point of about 7MB (for the baseline CTTS footprint). However, determining the working point

is currently not based on some optimality criterion, but rather on subjective evaluations, and

this issue is considered as one of the possible continuations of this research, which are further

discussed in the next sub-section.

It is important to note that the improvement of the CTTS system by STTS system was

successful is this work because both systems use the same speech models and operate in the

same speech features space.

Future Work

The proposed dynamic path algorithm is based on a cost function derived from the spectral

distance between consecutive natural segments. A more sophisticated approach for interweaving

statistical models with natural segment should rely on a metric reflecting a tradeoff between

discontinuities in natural segments to the unnaturalness of statistically generated segments. To

derive such a metric, further research is needed. In particular, the degradation in synthesized

speech quality, caused by the spectral discontinuities between consecutive natural segments,

should be compared to the degradation in synthesized speech quality caused by the unnaturalness

of statistically generated segments. This hybrid metric should then be used in the hybrid dynamic

path algorithm.

In this research we use the same model (a single Gaussian component per HMM state for a

given phoneme) for every phoneme. Different models for different broad phonetic classes can

improve the overall quality of statistically generated speech. Probably, certain phonetic classes
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should be excluded from statistical modeling at all, e.g., fricative and plosive phonemes that are

seldom modeled properly, causing degradation in generated speech quality.
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